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ABSTRACT 

Rust, Courtney Lynn, M.S., Department of Human Development and Family Science, 
College of Human Development and Education, North Dakota State University, October 
2010. An Exploration of the Relationship Among Community Norms, Identification with 
Community, and Prosocial Behavior. Major Professor: Dr. Brandy A. Randall. 

Proponents of social identity theory assert that individuals are motivated to behave in ways 

consistent with the norms of the social groups in which they belong. The goal of the study 

was to test the relationship between group norms, specifically residential groups and 

religious groups, and prosocial behavior. The linkages between participants' degree of 

identification with their current community, perceived encouragement of prosocial 

behavior by the community, and self-reports of prosocial behavior were examined. Based 

on previous research on social identity theory and the role of prosocial behavior norms in 

religious communities (Saraglou, Pichon, Trompette, Verschueren, & Demelle, 2005; 

Y ouniss, McLellan, & Yates, 1999), it was hypothesized that participants who rated 

religion as more important would report higher levels of pro social behavior than 

participants who rated religion as less important. It was also hypothesized that participants 

who identified strongly with their community and resided in a community that supported 

pro social behavior would report higher levels of pro social behavior than those who did not 

identify strongly with their community and/or those whose community did not support 

prosocial behavior. Women reported higher levels of prosocial behavior than did men. 

There was not a significant association between the importance of religion and individual 

prosocial behavior. At the bivariate level, there were significant positive correlations 

among the perception that the community encouraged prosocial behavior, identification 

with the community, and the individual's self-reported level of prosocial behavior. A 



multiple regression analysis showed that only identification with the community 

significantly predicted prosocial behavior, and there was no interaction between 

community encouragement of prosocial behavior and identification with the community. 

Explanations for findings and directions for future research are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Prosocial behavior can be defined as "voluntary actions undertaken to benefit 

others" (Alessandri, Caprara, Eisenberg, & Steca, 2009, p. 1229). These actions may result 

in a personal cost or risk to the individual. Examples of prosocial behavior include sharing, 

donating, comforting, and helping. Scholars have studied a variety of influences on 

pro social behavior. Pro social behavior may be due to any of the following: increased 

capacity for moral judgment (Blasi, 1984; Kohlberg, 1969; Rest, 1984), empathic arousal 

(Hoffman, 2000) and the desire to alleviate emotional arousal (Hastings, Zahn-Waxler, & 

McShane, 2006), the desire to personally survive (Hastings et al., 2006) and for an 

individual's genes to be passed on (Rachlin, 2002), reasons of social desirability (Carlo, 

Eisenberg, Troyer, Switzer, & Speer, 1991 ), or because of differences in temperament 

(Eisenberg & Hand, 1979; Eisenberg, Pasternack, Cameron, & Tryon, 1984; Farver & 

Branstetter, 1994; Kochanska, De Vet, Goldman, Murray, Putnam, 1994; Stanhope, Bell, & 

Parker-Cohen, 1987). Prosocial behavior may also be the result of behaving in a way that 

the individual perceives is consistent with his or her social identity (Tajfel & Turner, 1985). 

The goal of the current study was to examine pro social behavior through the lens of 

social identity theory. Identity can be defined in multiple ways, but for the purposes of this 

study it was conceptualized as how the individual distinguishes himself or herself from 

others, in other words the unique characteristics that the individual attributes to himself or 

herself (Erikson, 1964 ). Through interactions with other individuals and with various 

social groups, such as the individual's neighborhood or religious community, the individual 

comes to an understanding of himself or herself as belonging to or holding similar values 
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as larger social groups. This is termed the individual's social identity (Tajfel & Turner, 

1985). 

Social Identity Theory 
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Social identity formation is a multi-step process where the individual first identifies 

with and then categorizes himself or herself in relation to other individuals and groups 

(Hogg & Abrams, 1988; McCall & Simmons, 1978; Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & 

Wetherell, 1987). The individual first recognizes the salient qualities of different 

individuals or social groups. A social group may be defined as "a set of individuals who 

hold a common social identification or view themselves as members of the same social 

category," (Stets & Burke, 1996, p. 2-3). While sometimes the social group is explicitly 

chosen, for example joining a club or religion, in other situations the social group might be 

one the individual becomes a part of by default, for example by living in a particular town 

or neighborhood. The individual then questions whether he or she agrees with the 

characteristics of the group or if the characteristics are similar to ones the individual has 

already internalized. Group characteristics that may be examined in this process include 

group attitudes, group beliefs, group values, and group behavior norms. 

After identification, the individual then decides to categorize himself or herself in 

relation to the group by internalizing, for example a statement such as "I believe in the 

values of this religious denomination and/or their values are similar to ones I currently 

hold. Because of this, I am now a member of this church." After categorization, 

individuals similar to the individual are defined as the in-group. Individuals who differ 

from the group in a marked way are defined as the out-group (Hogg & Abrams, 1988). 



Researchers have found that the stronger the identification with the in-group, the more 

salient the group values and practices are to the individual (Tajfel & Turner, 1985). 

The process of self-categorization expands the individual's personal identity. 
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Inherent in the adoption of new identity categories are new expectations that influence 

behavior (Burke, 1991; Burke & Reitzes, 1981; Burke & Tully, 1977; Thoits, 1986). For 

example, an individual may classify himself or herself as a member of a specific religious 

group. Because groups have norms for the beliefs and behavior of their members, adoption 

of the group carries with it a set of meanings and behavioral expectations. The individual 

will be influenced to behave in ways consistent with this picture. Individuals may deviate 

from expectations; however, there are certain circumstances where adherence is more 

likely. 

When identification is strong, individuals may be more likely to conform to the 

norms of the group (Turner & Oakes, 1986). This has been termed self-consistency (Blasi, 

1984; Erickson, 1964; Rosenberg, 1979). When an individual is presented with a situation 

where the group norms dictate action, and the individual does not act, an inconsistency 

results between his or her inaction and social identity. This may result in distress for the 

individual, as he or she has behaved in a way that is contradictory to his or her social 

identity (Hastings et al., 2006). For example, if an individual is part of a religious group 

that holds expectations for helping those less fortunate, and he or she is asked to volunteer, 

the individual may be more likely to volunteer than an individual who does not identify 

with this group or its behavioral expectations for helping. If the individual does not act, he 

or she may feel distress related to the inconsistency between the group norm's expectation 

for action, and his or her lack of action. This distress may be greater when identification 
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with the group is strong (Turner & Oakes, 1986). When an individual has less control over 

his or her social group, he or she may then be less likely to recognize the group values, less 

likely to identify with the group, and therefore may feel less distress when behaving in a 

way that is inconsistent with these values (Tajfel & Turner, 1985; Turner & Oakes, 1986). 

Scholars have theorized that there are subtypes of social identity that are specific to 

certain behaviors such as prosocial behavior. Blasi (1984) was the first to distinguish a 

type of social identity that he termed moral identity. While social identity carries with it 

expectations regarding general behavior both within and outside of the group (Ashforth & 

Mael, 1989), moral identity carries with it specific expectations regarding moral behavior 

(Aquino & Reed, 2002). Moral identity may be thought of as rules of conscience for how 

individuals should and should not act and how others should be treated (Rosenberg, 1979). 

Blasi ( 1984) argued that there exists a set of common traits that make up moral identity. 

These traits include caring, compassionate, fair, friendly, generous, helpful, hardworking, 

honest, and kind (Aquino & Reed, 2002, p. 1426). The distinction between moral identity 

and social identity is important. It is likely that moral identity will have more of an impact 

on prosocial behavior than general social identity or other aspects of social identity. 

Aquino and Reed (2002) have identified two components of social identity, 

internalization and symbolization. Internalization refers to the degree to which the 

individual feels a set of traits is central to his or her identity (p. 1427). Symbolization refers 

to the degree to which these traits are expressed publicly through the individual's social 

actions (p. 1427). Aquino and Reed also studied internalization and symbolization related 

to moral identity. When participants were asked to rate how well nine moral identity traits 

described them, it was found that both internalization and symbolization predicted self-
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reported volunteerism. Using a second sample, they found that internalization predicted 

actual donation behavior. Reynolds and Ceranic (2007) also found that moral identity may 

influence behavior. In situations where social consensus was high that a particular action 

was prosocial, they found that moral identity influenced prosocial behavior. When social 

consensus was low, they found that moral identity and moral judgment interacted to 

influence pro social behavior. Social consensus can also influence the behavior of the 

individual, particularly when the individual evaluates the group positively (Tajfel & 

Turner, 1985). 

Group Norms 

Ajzen (1991) argues in his Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) that behavior is a 

reasoned process that is influenced by intention, or the degree to which individuals are 

willing to work to engage in the behavior. Intention is influenced by several factors 

including subjective norms and self-identity (Ajzen, 1991; Conner & Armitage, 1998). 

Subjective norms are defined as "the amount of pressure that people perceive they are 

under from significant others to perform a specific behavior" (Smith & Louis, 2008, p. 

648). This pressure may originate from individuals, social groups, or the larger social 

systems in which the individual is embedded. 

Intentions to perform a behavior have been associated with social group norms for 

topics as diverse as binge drinking (Johnston & White, 2003); adolescent bullying toward 

out-group members when there was a norm of dislike for outsiders (Nesdale, Durkin, 

Maass, Kiesner, & Griffiths, 2008); self-injurious behavior (Sloan, Berman, Ziegler-Hill, 

Greer, & Mae, 2006); and discussion and use of safe sex practices (White, Terry, & Hogg, 

1994). Intention and behavior were found to be more strongly correlated with social group 
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norms when the individual strongly identified with the reference group (Johnston & White, 

2003; Schofield, Pattison, Hill, & Borland, 2001). 

When the influence on behavior originates from a social group or larger social 

system, it is termed a social group norm. Feldman (1976) defines social group norms as 

"informal rules that groups adopt to regulate and regularize group members1 behavior" (p. 

47). Individuals may first blindly comply with the expectations of the group, possibly to 

gain approval and avoid rejection (Turner & Oakes, 1986). As the individual begins to 

identify with the group and take on the group norms, compliance turns to identification and 

internalization (Crandall, Eshleman, and O'Brien, 2002). This influence may be 

compounded when there is a clear distinction between the in-group and out-group. In 

situations such as these, the individual may feel more pressure to behave in line with group 

norms, as long as the individual evaluates the in-group positively (Tajfel & Turner, 1985). 

Individuals' responses have been shown to shift toward the group norm after interaction 

with the group, as has favoritism for the in-group compared to the out-group (Tajfel & 

Turner, 1985; Turner & Oakes, 1986). 

A number of researchers have studied the links between social group norms and 

individual behavior. Associations have been found for the following: binge drinking 

(Johnston & White, 2003); self-injurious behavior (Sloan, Berman, Ziegler-Hill, Greer, & 

Mae, 2006); adolescent cigarette use (Schofield, Pattison, Hill, & Borland, 2001 ); binge 

eating (Crandall, 1988); and unequal distribution of rewards to in-group and out-group 

members when there was a group norm of discrimination (Jetten, Spears, & Manstead, 

1996). Group norms have also been linked to various prosocial behaviors such as helping a 

bystander when there was a prosocial group norm of altruism (Horowitz, 1971 ), and giving 
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money to an opponent after group norms of altruism were highlighted for participants 

(Krupka & Weber, 2009). It is clear that these links have been observed in a wide array of 

situations. 

Religion, group norms, and prosocial behavior. A religious group can be thought 

of as one type of social group with which individuals interact. Individuals have some 

degree of freedom in choosing their religions and may do so in part because of the 

perceptions of the group norms and values of the religious group. Proponents of social 

control theory argue that individuals who identify as religious adhere to ethical principles 

of religion restricting certain behaviors while promoting other behaviors, such as showing 

concern for and helping others (Sung Pyo Jun, 2005). Sung Pyo Jun looked specifically at 

those identifying as Protestants. Linkages between religious group norms, identity, and 

behavior have been made by several researchers (Saraglou, Pichon, Trompette, 

Verschueren, & Demelle, 2005; Sung Pyo Jun, 2005; Youniss, McLellan, & Yates, 1999). 

In an experimental study, Saraglou et al. (2005) found that adult participants who identified 

as religious were more likely than non-religious participants to help a member of the 

family, a class or work colleague, or a friend in a hypothetical situation. A sibling and 

friend were also more likely to view the religious participant as someone who would 

engage in prosocial behavior. A similar finding was made by Sung Pyo Jun (2005) who 

observed that individuals who identified as religious reported stronger values regarding 

prosocial behavior and reported that they had volunteered more for community services 

than those who did not identify as religious. A similar pattern has been found for 

adolescents. Adolescents who rated religion as important were also more likely to report 

engaging in community service (Y ouniss, et. al, 1999). Thus, there appear to be linkages 



between prosocial norms and behavior for religious groups, similar to that argued by 

proponents of social control theory. 
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Community, group norms, and behavior. Community is another type of social 

group. A community may be thought of as a group of people living and interacting in a 

common geographical area, such as a neighborhood community (McMillan & Chavis, 

1986). Unlike religion, people may not choose communities based on the perceptions of 

values that the group holds. Individuals may choose their community for a variety of 

reasons including accessibility of employment, economics, and availability of public 

services (McFadden, 1977). Individuals may be unaware of the community values until 

residing in the community for a period of time. Researchers have found that behavior 

norms in communities such as taverns, farming neighborhoods and online groups tend to 

match the behavior of those who are active members (Bagozzi, Dholakia, & Pearo, 2007; 

Gottlieb, 1957; Marsh & Coleman, 1956). Because a community is one type of social 

group, the findings for social group norms and the corresponding behavior of its members 

would also apply in this situation. As previously discussed, once an individual becomes an 

active member of the community, meaning the individual has identified with the 

community, categorized himself or herself in relation to the community and internalized 

community norms, he or she may be more likely to behave in ways consistent with these 

norms (Turner & Oakes, 1986). 

Prosocial Behavior & Gender 

Considering the ways in which women and men are socialized, it is reasonable to 

think that women would engage in higher levels of prosocial behavior than men. However, 

based on research by Eagly (2009), women and men engage in approximately equal 
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amounts of pro social behavior. The type of prosocial behavior is different for each gender. 

Women engage in more communal or relational prosocial behavior, such as caring for 

others. Men, on the other hand, engage in more agentic prosocial behavior, such as 

demonstrations of mastery, dominance, or strength. 

Research Goals and Hypotheses 

The present study was designed to fill a gap in the current literature regarding 

potential links between membership in two types of social groups, religious groups and 

communities of residence, and pro social behavior. Building on the previous work of 

researchers such as Saraglou et al. (2005) regarding perceived norms operating in religious 

groups that may influence the prosocial behavior of group members, the current study 

examined perceived norms operating in participants' religious groups and/or communities 

of residence that may have influenced prosocial behavior. The current study examined the 

links between group membership and prosocial behavior. Rather than a one-time 

experimental setting which was utilized in Saraglou's research, the current study examined 

more stable reports of participants' recollections of prosocial behavior over the past year. 

The links between community norms and prosocial behavior were addressed 

through the following research questions. First, how are self-reported importance of 

religion and prosocial behavior related? This was tested using a partial correlation 

controlling for age and gender. Second, how are community belonging and prosocial 

behavior related? This was tested using a multiple regression analysis. The variables, 

Identification with Community and Community Encouragement of Prosocial Behavior were 

centered prior to creating an interaction term. Gender, all centered main effects, and the 



interaction between the variables Identification with Community and Community 

Encouragement of Prosocial Behavior were entered into the regression model. 
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Based on previous research on social identity theory and the role of pro social 

behavior norms operating in religious communities (Saraglou et al., 2005; Y ouniss et al., 

1999), it was hypothesized that participants who identified as highly religious would report 

higher levels of prosocial behavior. It was also hypothesized that the relations between 

community belonging and prosocial behavior would be moderated by the perception that 

the community valued prosocial behavior. Specifically, it was expected that participants 

who identified strongly with their community of residence would report higher levels of 

prosocial behavior if they believed the community valued prosocial behavior. Further, it 

was expected that feelings of identification with the community and a belief that the 

community encouraged prosocial behavior would be associated with individual levels of 

prosocial behavior. 
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METHOD 

The data for this paper were drawn from a larger !RB-approved multigenerational 

study that explored the relationships, risk-taking behaviors, gambling attitudes and 

behaviors, prosocial behaviors, and community-related perceptions of undergraduate 

students and their closest parent and grandparent. Data collection involved the completion 

of student, parent, and grandparent self-report surveys. Because the goal of this thesis was 

to examine potential linkages between adult participants' communities and self-reported 

prosocial behavior, only select variables from the parent/grandparent data that were related 

to these constructs were analyzed. 

Participants 

There were 204 participants who took part in the original study. One hundred sixty 

participants reported their race as white. The percentage of participants who reported their 

communities contained less than 500 to 4,999 people was 47.1 percent. The percentage of 

participants who reported their communities contained between 5,000 and 49,999 people 

was 28.4 percent. The percentage of participants who reported their communities 

contained between 50,000 and 99,999 people was 14.2 percent. The percentage of 

participants who reported their communities contained greater than 100,000 people was 

10 .3 percent. 

To ensure independence of data, only data collected from one adult per family were 

included. In situations where more than one member of the same family was originally 

included, one parent or grandparent was randomly selected through a coin flip to be deleted 

from the data set. Participants in the analytic data set included 162 adults, (N = 86%) 

ranging in age from 32 to 87 years old (M = 54.87). One participant omitted information 



regarding gender. All participants had a child or grandchild enrolled in an upper 

Midwestern university at the time of the study. 

Measures 
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Identification with community. Using 12 items that were drawn from existing 

measures of community attachment and sense of community (Bishop, Chertok, & Jason, 

1997; Buckner, 1988; Christakaopoulou, Dawson, & Gari, 2001; Stedman, 2003), 

participants were asked to report their level of identification with their current community 

(e.g., "My community reflects the type of person I am"). Participants responded along a I 

(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) Likert-type scale with higher scores indicating 

stronger identification with community (One item was reverse coded). Participants needed 

to complete at least nine of the items to receive a scale score. Chronbach's alpha for this 

instrument is .89 in the current sample. 

Community encouragement of prosocial behavior. Using eight items drawn 

from existing measures of sense of community (Bishop, Chertok, & Jason, 1997; Buckner, 

1988), participants were asked to report the perceived level of encouragement their current 

community provides for prosocial behavior (e.g., "My community makes you feel good for 

helping") along a I (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) Likert-type scale with higher 

scores indicating stronger perceived community encouragement for prosocial behavior. 

Participants needed to complete at least six of the items to receive a scale score. One item 

was reverse-coded and the average of all items was taken. Chronbach's alpha for this 

instrument is .76 in the current sample. 

Prosocial behavior. Using six items drawn from the Primary Prevention 

Awareness, Attitudes, and Usage Scale (PP AAUS; Swisher, Shute, & Bibeau, 1985), 
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participants were asked to report the degree of pro social behavior they engaged in within 

the past year (e.g., "Raised or donated money for a charitable cause") along a 1 (never) to 6 

(almost every day or more) Likert-type scale with higher scores indicating more frequent 

engagement in prosocial behavior. Participants needed to complete at least five of the 

items to receive a scale score and the average of all items was taken. Chronbach's alpha 

for this instrument is . 79 in the current sample. 

Religious importance. To assess for religious importance, participants were asked, 

"How important would you say your religion is to you?" Participants were asked to 

respond along a 1 (not at all important) to 5 (very important) Likert-type scale with higher 

scores indicating stronger feelings of personal religious importance. 

Procedure 

During the summer and fall 2008 semesters, undergraduate students volunteered to 

participate in the original study in exchange for either course extra credit or ten dollars. 

The child or grandchild was recruited for the study through in-class and Internet 

announcements, posted signs on campus, and emails sent to students through the 

undergraduate listserv and to instructors in various departments. Participating students 

were asked to address an envelope to one parent and one grandparent with whom they 

spent the most time while growing up. Students chose a code word and labeled their 

family members' surveys with the code word. Project staff mailed these individuals a self

report survey. Also included was a stamped and addressed envelope to return completed 

surveys. All responses were anonymous, as the list of code words was not kept. 
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RESULTS 

Gender and Prosocial Behavior 

Mean scores for the total sample and separately by gender are shown in Table 1. 

Independent samples t-tests were conducted to test for gender differences. Women 

reported higher levels of prosocial behavior than did men. No other significant differences 

emerged. Mean levels of prosocial behavior were compared for women and men using an 

independent samples t-test. Results showed that women reported higher levels of prosocial 

behavior than did men, t (156) = 3.60,p < .001. 

Correlations for the Total Sample 

As shown in Table 2, there were significant positive pairwise correlations among 

the perception that the community supported prosocial behavior, identification with the 

community, and the individual's self-reported level of prosocial behavior. First, 

participants who strongly identified with their community had the perception that their 

community encouraged prosocial behavior. Those who believed that their community 

encouraged prosocial behavior reported more individual prosocial behavior. Finally, those 

who reported a stronger level of identification with their community reported engaging in 

more prosocial behavior over the past year. Self-reported importance ofreligion was 

significantly correlated with older age for women, but not for men, as shown in Table 3. 

Regression Model Predicting Individual Prosocial Behavior 

A linear multiple regression analysis was conducted to examine whether 

identification with community and community encouragement of prosocial behavior 

predicted individual level of prosocial behavior. It was predicted that the association 



Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations for Women and Men 

Variable 

Total Sample 

M (sd) Range 

Women 

N M (sd) 

Men 

Range N M (sd) Range N 

Community Encourages 

Prosocial Behavior 3.65 (.44) 3.21-4.09 160 3.67 (.43) 3.24-4.10 137 3.56 (.43) 3.13-3.99 22 

Identification with Community 3.52 (.54) 2.98-4.06 160 3.53 (.54) 2.99-4.07 137 3.47 (.47) 3.00-3.94 22 

Individual Prosocial Behavior 4.03 (.71) 3.32-4.74 159 4.12 (.67) 3.45-4.79 136 3.55 (.72) 2.83-4.27 22 

Importance of Religion 4.29 (.93) 3.36-5.22 162 4.34 (.91) 3.43-5.25 139 4.05 (1.05) 3.00-5.10 22 

V, 



Table 2. Correlations Among All Variables for the Total Sample 

Community 

Age in Encouragement of Identification Importance of 

Variable Years Prosocial Behavior with Community Religion 

1. Age in Years 

2. Community Encouragement of 

Prosocial Behavior Scale -.08 

3. Identification with Community 

Scale .11 .67*** 

4. Importance of Religion .13 .11 .09 

5. Individual Prosocial Behavior Scale -.15 .17* .23** .07 

Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001 

,__. 
0\ 



Table 3. Correlations Among All Variables Separately by Gender 

Variable 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

1. Age in Years -.02 .15 .19* -.07 

2. Community Encouragement of 

Prosocial Behavior -.25 .67*** .03 .11 

3. Identification with Community 

.04 .66** .06 .22* 

4. Importance of Religion .01 .36 .15 -.03 

5. Individual Prosocial Behavior -.40 .28 .21 .39 

Note: Correlations for women are above the diagonal. Correlations for men are below the diagonal. 

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001 

,__. 
-...J 
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between identification with community and individual level of prosocial behavior would be 

moderated by community encouragement of prosocial behavior. Moderation would be 

shown by a significant interaction between community encouragement of prosocial 

behavior and identification with community. To reduce unnecessary collinearity between 

the interaction term and main effects, scores for variables included in the interaction term 

were centered prior to creating interaction terms. The centered main effects were then used 

as predictors (Aiken & West, 1991). In the model, gender was included in the first step as 

a control variable. The second step included community encouragement of prosocial 

behavior and identification with community. The third step included the interaction 

between community encouragement of pro social behavior and identification with 

community. 

As illustrated in Table 4, gender was a significant predictor of individual prosocial 

behavior, with women reporting more individual prosocial behavior within the past year 

than men. Identification with community was also significant in predicting individual 

prosocial behavior and led to a significant increase in R2, with higher levels of 

identification predicting higher levels of individual prosocial behavior. Community 

encouragement of prosocial behavior was not significantly related to individual prosocial 

behavior. The interaction between community encouragement of prosocial behavior and 

identification with community was nonsignificant, indicating that community 

encouragement of prosocial behavior did not moderate the links between identification 

with community and individual prosocial behavior. 
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Table 4. Regression Predicting Individual Prosocial Behavior 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 

b (se) b (se) b (se) 

Gender -.57 (.16)*** -.55 (.15)*** -.54 (.16)*** 

Identification w/ 

Community .29 (.14)* .31 (.14)* 

Community 

Encourages PSB -.03 (.17) .00 (.17) 

Identification w/ 

CommunityX 

Community 

Encourages PSB .22 (.19) 

R2 at each step .08 .12 .13 

F 13.05*** 6.96*** 5.57*** 

df 1, 154 3, 152 4, 151 

F change 13.052*** 3.69** 1.34 

Note: Unstandardized regression weights. Gender was coded as Woman = 0 and Man = 1. 

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001 
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DISCUSSION 

This study examined the potential links between participants' identification with a 

social group and their self-reported prosocial behavior. Research suggests that participants 

behave in ways that are consistent with values that derive from group membership, or that 

are shared with social group members (Turner & Oakes, 1986). This was tested in two 

ways. First, associations between importance ofreligion and individual prosocial behavior 

were examined based on the argument that religious groups often encourage prosocial 

values in their members (Sung Pyo Jun, 2005). Second, the extent to which individuals 

identified with their residential community and their beliefs about whether that community 

endorsed prosocial behaviors were linked to individual prosocial behavior. The hypothesis 

that participants who identified as highly religious would report more prosocial behavior 

was not supported. The relation between identification with community and prosocial 

behavior was not moderated by the perception that the community valued prosocial 

behavior. Both were individually associated with prosocial behavior. However, when 

considered jointly, only identification with community emerged as significant. 

Residential Communities and Prosocial Behavior 

Individuals who reported identifying with their community also reported higher 

levels of prosocial behavior. This link was not moderated by an interaction with a sense of 

the community encouraging prosocial behavior. Furthermore the sense that the community 

encouraged prosocial behavior did not make an independent contribution to the prediction 

of prosocial behavior. There may be so much overlap or likeness between the variables 

identification with community and community encouragement of prosocial behavior, that 

the variable community encouragement of prosocial behavior is statistically nonsignificant 
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in the regression model. Perhaps community members doing nice things for one another is 

part of what makes a community a pleasant place to live. When prosocial behavior is 

lacking between members, then individuals may not identify with the community. 

Conversely, when an individual identifies with his or her community, it becomes the 

individual's in-group, and he or she then wants to help the group (Turner & Oakes, 1986). 

Thus, the extent to which individuals who identify with their community see the 

community as encouraging prosocial behavior may be irrelevant. This may help explain 

why the variable community encouragement of prosocial behavior was significant at the 

correlational level but was not significant in the regression model. 

Religious Communities and Prosocial Behavior 

There was also a nonsignificant relation between self-reported importance of 

religion and individual prosocial behavior. This may be explained by the limitation of 

using a single item to measure importance of religion. A clearer picture of participants' 

religiosity may have emerged had additional items been added. For example, questions 

that tapped into behavioral aspects of religion may have yielded a more valid measure of 

the extent to which religion impacted participants' day-to-day lives. Perhaps participants' 

religious behaviors would be more indicative of their commitment to practicing the 

precepts of their religion, and would then in tum have been associated with prosocial 

behavior. 

Another possible explanation for the lack of significant relation between self

reported importance of religion and prosocial behavior may be that some religious groups 

explicitly endorse only specific prosocial behaviors and specific targets. For example, a 

religious group may very clearly endorse the value of donating time or money. However, 



the proposed recipient of this endorsement may be the religious group itself and not the 

donation of time or money to all individuals in need. There may be enough variability in 

the messages that particular religious groups send about prosocial behavior that the 

association between identification with the group and individual behavior may not be 

apparent. 

Toward a Socioecological Model of Prosocial Behavior 
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When studying the link between group membership and the acquisition of social 

norms, many scholars implicitly adopt a unidirectional view (see for example Saraglou et 

al., 2005; Sung Pyo Jun, 2005; and Tajfel & Turner, 1985). Specifically, individuals· are 

assumed to adopt the values and norms that are consistent with the social group and behave 

in line with these values and norms to remain members of the group. The possible 

bidirectional nature of social norms is generally ignored, but has been examined previously 

by Bronfenbrenner (2005). Not only can the social norms within an individual's 

environment powerfully affect his or her development, the individual can also have a 

profound impact on his or her environment, leading to a change in the values and norms of 

that environment. 

Research provides support for this idea, indicating that it is possible to alter the 

norms in an institutional school setting so that individuals engage in more prosocial 

behavior (Battistisch, Watson, Soloman, Schaps, & Soloman, 1991 ). The question remains 

as to whether the opposite is also true; can individuals who engage in prosocial behavior 

alter the group's norms regarding such behavior? If so, under what conditions or in what 

social environments is this possible? Participants in the study may have been exerting an 

influence on the norms of their social groups (i.e., their religious or community groups) 
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which was not measured. It may be useful for researchers to utilize a more socioecological 

model of prosocial behavior that allows for bidirectional influences between the individual 

and the context (see for example Carlo & Randall, 2001). 

Methodological Issues 

Several methodological issues present in the study are worth discussing. The first 

relates to the definition of community. The idea that community is a group of people living 

and interacting in a common geographical area (McMillan & Chavis, 1986) was never 

explicitly defined for participants. Community may have been understood by participants 

differently than intended. However, several of the questions related to community 

implicitly suggested this definition, for example, "Given the opportunity I would like to 

move out ofmy community." Participants also answered a series of questions regarding 

the geographical region in which they lived prior to answering community questions, for 

example "How many residents live in your community?" and "What is the name of the 

county and state you live in?". Thus, although the intended definition was never explicitly 

stated and it is possible that differences in conceptualization affected results, it is believed 

that the survey design guarded against this possibility. 

A second issue relates to the type of prosocial behaviors that were assessed. 

Perhaps the blanket measure of prosocial behavior was too general. Because the goal of 

the study was to examine potential links between prosocial behavior and identification with 

community groups, it may have been more useful to utilize prosocial behavior items that 

asked about improving one's community. These could include such questions as donating 

time to community members in need, donating money to community organizations, etc. 

Items such as these may relate more strongly to the individual's level of identification with 
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community. Although two of the current items could be directed towards the individual's 

community (i.e., raised or donated money for a charitable cause and did volunteer work), 

the intended target was not explicitly stated. 

Because the study was based on self-reports of prosocial behavior, a third issue 

involves socially desirable responding, or the tendency for participants to present a 

positive, culturally acceptable image of themselves to researchers (Marlowe & Crowne, 

1961 ), which may have affected outcomes of the study. Although it is a possibility that 

participants responded in a socially desirable manner, attempts were made to limit this by 

having participants complete the survey anonymously and mail in the packet rather than 

directly interacting with the researchers. 

Geographical scope and age range are two factors to consider which may affect 

generalizeability of findings. One might expect that length of time residing in a 

community would affect community identification. Age range is also a factor that may 

relate to community identification. Participants ranged in age from 32 to 87 years old, and 

had been living in their communities for different periods of time. It is logical to assume 

that younger adults settling into their first homes have probably lived in their communities 

for shorter periods of time than older adults. Length of time residing in the community 

may affect identification with community, with those residing for longer periods of time 

possibly feeling stronger identification. Follow-up correlational analyses, however, did not 

support this idea (p > .05). 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

Social norms have been used to explain a wide range of behaviors including binge 

drinking when there was a group norm encouraging this behavior (Johnston & White, 
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2003) and helping a bystander when there was a group norm of altruism (Horowitz, 1971 ). 

Although in the current study there was a lack of significant interaction, the positive 

correlation between individual prosocial behavior and community encouragement of 

prosocial behavior suggests that social norms matter. Behaving in ways that help and 

support others is implicitly recognized as fulfilling a social obligation that stems from 

group belonging. The lack of a significant interaction was a surprise given the existing 

research linking group norms and prosocial behavior (Saraglou et al., 2005; Sung Pyo Jun, 

2005; Turner & Oakes, 1986). Thus, additional research that takes into account the design 

limitations in the present study and potential moderating variables such as community size 

is certainly warranted. 
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n Hct.;::;ir~Ji rc:(·.u:·cs l'.1f!S he sutjec-l tt1 cl. ra11do:11 or dirc~k:tJ H.1.uli! a; :.u,y liu1e u.: vtt :fr· i.;.;m\plila'lrt: with rp_n 
r::-gulJLiur-'. 
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APPENDIX B. CONTINUATION OF IRB APPROVED PROTOCOL 

Ner:h Dokotc !:itote L.:r.ivers·ty 
Sponsored Programi .A.drniriistrElt;cn 
1715 rJOSIJ Ai!•~rt'li Pritk Orwr. 
NDSU Cel)t #4000 
PC Box 605J 
Forgo, ND 58108·6050 2.3l-899E(po) 23l·EG\l8(f•><) U·fi,·st'l•I 

"'i•-nr~r!!':" r·.:,-,,·, .. , 
,\Jr1•;ir.,:r~:,h·· 

Continuing Revjew or Project Completion Report Form 
C.'se t,•us form ro: ·1) ruquest !I c.-o.1·1~flwmiu11 ui JR{3 a;.,_utuvHi ii r1 ptuj,,ct ;ii curr?mtly ~~r.'WJ (recrulfing 
.1u.1bjecf!J, caJecf,ng c!11ta, a,· .:vr~1~i::t of frJo,:tifiabJc a:,tJJ, Of 2) rope rt ::001p.'-tion of a project 

Prolocol I/.: !-l!:08~ Origlral approval date•: Jun~ 1, 2008 

Title: MultlgenerAtional Gambling & Communlly f.xpertences S1Udy 

Prine.pal ,nvestigator: Brandy Randall Co--iriYe-!tigatc-r: Andrea Lang 

Dep!ll1mert: CDFS 
Phona. 231-87'12 

Compus Addrees: NOSU D&i>I. 2915 • P.0 BoK 6050 

.. Protocol reco•-c~s mtrst oe updtJZed every, ~ars b'{ cum;1l~i;11l:i tt 'l>tl'W ;.:-rofoco1 form ~nd ,11,y r.:1evarr 
Bttar.:l;m1:1nti, a·1d 1110n.Jr:Jing u ,,,,,;th t'1is rcpcrl l/f:10 tne m'-St rooart! vor.;b11 ol tr,o fo-rms o, llis JRB ••tle.t:ic..:t, at.· 
v.ww.ndw-edu!roeoar-eh'irb. 

[8l On9oi1g, ane current y •ctiv~ D Comple!I!, abandoned or lnactwe 

Seurce or cur.-ert ltlnding- ~ NIA 

Po1,cJing fun:fa,g propo$al•... ~ NIA 

U ••Attach copy of final grant application(s), and/or recent raport to funding aoenc.y 

Re.search team: :..Jst ;JI! omer Jnc!Mdue.l~: iir'IV!\'t;U iu 11,-:: :?$~l'tri:.li (P,'Oj~d de ..... igr:lavet~ight, rocr:.1d.:ng pit:tit;i;nmi!, 
OOrair:inb" 1hfon11e-d c~ns'flnl • .'nfer.-e1i1ftg or i,1tr:ire-oti,"'g wi'.'h t-or1hJ,',:-.:111ts to o~Ja1fl i:1k}'1~1;,t,-o-r:/dl"!lu1, andlar !:,'ln.-l!it'J(J 
idimtiiit;J:;J& 1r1:orm.-JtN::n for research ;,urocs"'s.>. M•t prc1,1,~q ;i;; 11+ -"~/lrtfRif} ~tlai;hm~r.t. 

t",t;!'-!l~l!llf:!: Fffl:~i"; ;'\":.i,·:; 1:;!ia,1 ~,:m1i 

~1.>t.iV 1,,-;"'ita..'tl"rl;l! [~iMf'-',' &:J~t·! 
f-t.1m,11,~r~. (IN•;;:..:,:r. 

°P:I~"-' 1 l•!'_; 
u!r- 1m,•1,:-,: ,;_.-~n.,:r:m ;;,; ,1:_ c.r; PM 
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r .!:?.r.~-~l-=-r'!:.:!:L ,.,, rPst,ltF. tn ct~l_,:1,· ••vv•,,,.--~- ------c-. ""~c,vv_,--c,--~-,---,---
1 R&Slilts have shown no siQmfic.:ant d1ffer1::ncns amalig youna: adults' ga!'t1bling attitudes and 

b<ahaviors from rural and urban communltJes. Significant eorrelatlons nave been found between 
young adull-sj percttplions or ttu~ir r;1:1rent's ancJ grandparent's ga:r1blim1 <1.ililud~ti: aod beha'liors 
and their own. Re9re:ssion ana!yso$ have indicated that the link bet/Jeen grandparent {!airnbling 
attitudes and behavior and your,g ,dult gambling attitude.e can be partiafly O)(plaincd by the 
_Qtandoar<nt-grands.~.il~ .. '!.l~ti_~!.'-~ riip _q_u_a._lit}'. experienoad w~l_l_e .. 9 !.£''d!}_9:_. ________ _ 

IJM rl!t resFrnr~h !=-. tf! s)· 
~rl·; Rt.rs _C,·,rj ~t - I '.Jfll ~r1rth '.lnlv,;,r1,;1t:{ t)Hv!.11 Ftlr!!O, ND; t.DFS Dop<tTifflf<7~ ?.Ki Hlf, ti.ii: l 

Participant&: 

# Current'y onroll.,d: 0 . it Completing sir1ca 1~1;:t review: 0 

, f¥,-,r,r.tF.t.l end ti::1tP.- n" research· ..:tme 1, .2011 

-i~ave any pc:tent a1"P=111,Ci"i;anis··c1eci·ir,e·itO···pa~[1rkata··? 
nNu 

/ 0 Yes - pro1i1ide an ex;,lan3:ion :.nd inclc.ate h:,<N man~- part1c.ipan:s de-cihed: 1G lndivirju•I• chooe 
l)? ... compl_ete_ th~ _e>:tre . .credit .~.!~~_rnativc to -=-st"u"'d .. v_.pcco-"rti"'. •c.cic.t>a-=-tc.io'--n"'. ________ _ 

I
: Have any ::,2rHcipants w11r-.d~avm rro:-r 1•1e rei:ieer,:h SiudY? 

RNa 
...... L! Yes - ple-as~ ~-~~I!!_,~ a~~ indi~ate how :,-an~• partcipar,ts Nit:')drew: 

) I lave there been ar,v cc,rnp!s.1nt~ aibout the researor ,,-tud17 
'. C flo • 

/._ Y•• - ,;laose expl•i-o: _____________________ _ 

·wm more Di.'tfticlparts be recruited., 
· SJ No 
= :J Yes• - ln:iice.te appr:iximetely how many: 

' AUach a copy of current consent form(s)1 .::1t10 any recr1Jltment malari.a!s 

--~ao;:n:;e·d··co·noo·;1t~·~~:··cop~-onhe-01)prO'Jed informed C:J!"ISSnl form shoul □' /"lava been s,grie:j Cy each 
.:,f the p.:rtie:ipants in !he study (un!es.f. a wafverw~s ipprov~d by :l1e IRE), anC" retai'ier.l tor ynor 
records H:1s this.requ,qrnent rieen rnAt'l 
0Yes 

_JJJ!c - _expj~i[ :. ,.., 

r.,,. ,,-,.,.,., R, .•,\•,' r, .. 
'/',','. 11 \11,:.\,1.,-,,-.:!R~-•" 

,;, , ! :..;.-,.,!".! l.'.:~ •· .,-.,,•,. 

:"''iz'll'C'3 
Li".:',I !".>'11\\~-•J ,1,'.' ,. • ~-•l:i·J1J I'\',' 
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ll t'~v~ lht:11: L'f:'i=n 2HY Lrr-cmtidµeL~(! p;·ublt:Ht"1°..) involvinri ri;e.ks to··~artidpanh a•· ~the~;·?'' 
2:J No 

~7 Yc3 if not r,rcl{iO_(!_~-~z .. r~pcr:cd to the JRB, p!e!ase detcribe 
Has :;;:n:1 rew ir.iormatbn rosufted f·om the i;;l'udy, or any ii!li·t.il:1.:r:!, thc1t ~_1.:,uid .etie.,:-.: the n:,;1.-::lhFn?.flr 
~.atio fo~ new suoject~ (or for t1o~P. -:urre11t:y ()( i::-rn11m11s1y FfYt:li3'd;7 
ZNri = Ye.s -eXPl~in, and i1dic!:l1e how thic t1a:i.: b;:-en/wif1 be addrtl's.secd 'Nith future, c.unen~. er previou31;r· 
~n1ull:1U pa~·titli.;iat'l1::i: 

Ha\,: there !:ocn any chan;e:~l□ Tcndr'T',<:::ntc lo the prot~ool (:rat ha•J~ n'.>: previousiy re:-ei11t-d IRB 
3pprovJl) sine.a the lest continLing .·evie-•!1? 
2J No 
[J YP..O. - c'IA~ihf!' 

Tli~ :i.iJ,1,(1~)tu1r iJcL..,w i:..::11ific..~ tha~: 
• in~·crmation pro,1ilk-d ir: lhi~ tiJIJ.1h.:.thio11 i~ ,ompklc and accurate 
• ~n:::h incfr.'i<lu.:1.I inv:1:\•cd as o mtmb-!..'T of the rcse.Jrch 1~-mn Jm:; ,.;(rnlpfcted :·1mn1..:.1 rr.~e;lfch 

pntr-.cri11m: er:uea1ion .. and pcss:esses lhe rK~Gess.ary expcrkncc fur t:i.1u<lw.:tin~ J.;;::earch anivities i:i. 
the-.ir iu~igrw.d mil\ an:J i.~ aw~re of und ¼_.ill thide by NDSU poli.;;lc..-. "rn1 p1ol-t.."l.l1.t:.·cs fo; thc-
pr:.nccjou ~,r ··r.~:."'~11rh p'.1nkiparli-i 

• th,. research will ~ontiih.J.C to be c,)ndudl•d arr.,::,.;--,'iint m i.hc apprnved pntccvi 
• cl1U:1e,es will :rt'(~eivc UH! aprroval i:ricr to imple1r;C!'.i.t::'.tic1n 

pr·:?hlen1s i~1v0h·i.ng .ri.:1ks t..) p1.rticipnnt;; -ir □1h,:.tLJ ,.v !: be promptly TL"J10:"l~d to rhea JRH 

___ .,.d'?¾/,:'''..- "'/}- /--; 
/ /J...// ,".,, , .,, ~-~/ A,.,. _,. (_,;,:,;,; .:'11>tt:L~ ,-;;;, .•/ 'di 

Pri!lc)pal hwt:: gator siot1atur;i\ rbit~ 

/ --4 
J 

U Ard11\•11 after __ _ 

.V-:>1e (,"illt tm't :rD officl'J w111 f:,pladlr MUy lh-'J in,oi;!igo!or a month prlc.r t,J th!ii d~1e d2Js, hnwPVPr. fi.'rltl.'y 

. wJ.:mi;sio?n of tne (<NJ:?ri !~ f'n=i Pl's ."·Gs-:--<:-inc;iJ,i~i! ~ 
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APPENDIX C. IDENTIFICATION WITH COMMUNITY SCALE 

Respond to the following on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being (strongly disagree) and 5 

being (strongly agree). 

1. I really miss it when I am away too long from my community. 

2. I feel happiest when I am in my community. 

3. My community reflects the type of person I am. 

4. Being a member of my community is like being part of a group of friends. 

5. I feel like I belong to my community. 

6. Given the opportunity I would like to move out of my community. 

7. I think I agree with most people in my community about what is important in life. 

8. I think of myself as similar to the people who live in my community. 

9. A feeling of fellowship runs deep between me and other people in my community. 

10. Living in my community gives me a sense of unity. 

11. I am emotionally attached to my community. 

12. I feel that I belong in my community. 
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APPENDIX D. COMMUNITY ENCOURAGEMENT OF PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOR 

SCALE 

Respond to the following on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being (strongly disagree) to 5 being 

(strongly agree). 

1. People can depend on each other in my community. 

2. Community members do not feel comfortable asking one another for assistance. 

3. There is a sense of common purpose in my community. 

4. My community makes you feel good for helping. 

5. Community members put a lot of effort into what they do for the community. 

6. When something needs to be done in my community the whole community gets behind 

it. 

7. I believe the neighbors in my community would help me in an emergency. 

8. I borrow things and exchange favors with my community members. 
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APPENDIX E. PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOR SCALE 

How often have you participated in the following activities over the past year? 

Respond on a scale of 1 to 6 defined as follows: 1 = never, 2 = once in the past year, 3 

= a few times in the past year, 4 = at least once a month, 5 = at least once a week, 6 = 

almost every day or more. 

1. Helped a friend with a problem. 

2. Raised or donated money for a charitable cause. 

3. Shared in household tasks. 

4. Did volunteer work. 

5. Gave someone a present or did something nice for someone. 

6. Did someone a favor or lent someone money. 



APPENDIX F. LETTER OF INFORMED CONSENT 

Nmm R,oseai·en s111dy 
M ultig('nP .. ratiounl Gan1hli11Jv1nd Comm 1.rnit\'. li~rpyrjent.•P~ 

Dear Pm·ent or Grnndpar::m; 

My nan,e :, A::1drc~ L,ng nnd I am " gmrluatr ~n,cient :rorn the Dcpm-imert of Child 
Devel,,pmenl aud fon,ily Sder,ce m Norti Dakota State University. I am c:m.ducting a 
rcscnrch _?r\~ccl to help undcr~1o.nd pur;!:nl, gnmdpi:.rent, und )'(lung adult ex?eri~nces v,,•ifa 
gJmUing, akcd:d. ,tnd c1m11nunity livini. Li p1:utj~.11Jar, lam interested in 1=cncral 
all:tudc,, helicls. or:( experiences relP.t:ng 10 community living an,1 ga:r•blirg across 
:11rllipk genen-ltions. R.t>:suJt~ of'thl;,. S'tudy \.\•dl help us to leam more ?sbou11he roie famHy 
itas Oll attirndes 1 belief~. and beb.i1v!ors as well a; 4!·c2.s th1t .ire irnpotta.nt fr.r gambling 
o:-ogrtirns 1wd conu111.1nity dcvcir,pr:1cnt. 

Your child ot g,nmdchilti hu, u~re:!d Lo purlidp1:1 .. r: in thi::i rc.seun.:i: pn.~i:.ct ,n,t'.: 1n .... i1.t' you 
rc1 :,:,rlidfl~ITP :'!S W~'.T Thn'il~ \~'he. n:-n:e nnd h11ve-: nm rnmhle.~i m-e as.kect t.o rnn:icipate. 
Y(:Ur child or gumdchild is rrcc1v1ng $.1 o or course extru credit fot theit pa.11ic1p~J1cr in 
;his ~-nudy. 'Your pnrHcipatiou i~ entirely vohrntttry ~w<l you m:iy decline or witlH.lr:nv from 
rmrtidpathm u: :my time vvithout per.alty . .lfyou dccick io partici_patc. pleas.e C-1Jniplctc the 
cntlo:a;ed :-:JrVi..'Y and return H ln tl·1t postage-raid cnvd1.1pt.: provided. 

Completing be survey wiil take App~·oxim~t.el"y 30 tuinutes of time. ·n1c question~ usk 
about general background nnd demr)~,r·trhic infcr:1·;utlo.n 11.s well ts per::::e-pticm::; ~>r Jnd 
c;x_pcde1H.:c:.s 1·::.\:1t~llf tc gambling bchwim, alt{,hol ;..:sc, and v;nmntm.ity l'.Ying. 

Eud1 su~·vc_v packet bas been marked ·with a c:()dt= word selected by y01;r chLc'/grnmkhild. 
"lh~ code ,:.·(ird will llelp link )'OU! rt$}"1i)nsi::~ with thMc of your cilild/gra.'1.d.i:thild 
pmtidpnting in thb study. Rcc-o.rds Jinl,ing :,,·<.Hir cede word·witl1 yoilr nur.1e or lhc 1i:.trr1c 
1)( V(hlt ~hihJ,-k!rnnJchild will not be stori::.d. Thu:-:, yoLu· identity ,viH no: 0-c uace:..bk: or 
rt;l/4:!cl:. ir: th~ rt~st:an;.h rc::ull~. '{J:1::' :.:-hlltl.igr~mdt:.hitd 1.\·ill nm l·.uve i:l<.:t-tSs ll• :l'l)UT 

rr.~pon;;,I"', nor ,viii your rj::-.pon~es he ,lti.:.(!U·,~•·:rl w;l'-1 ynnr child/11:rnndr:hdd. ~nhwma_:ii:v1 
.th.1tr1 tbii:; ~;tudy !'r1.JY J,._• pri.:::,i¢rtl¢U_ Jt prt1k::~Hmal ...:1..1rilt>:·c·1:ct·s or 1:1. pubh:;ti~il reporr~~ r.mj 

•,~Ji i.a..''·pri mll.rit :: .. i.11"'>.::r.r:l\!,~L:t'."d frrn. ·:"t:~!f-.i'. :'; :1.:d r~~•rcr ._;;{ pr ..:~••.!-:"li·:."'..:i, •,-1,·i \ I° H(·t :n,•.lude . 
inr'.);·111.:1:l:1;1 Lha1 .,:~)u!d 1~(.- US\.\., ;c .idu1i"it~,- sp~::.:ih.: ind! 1 i.:1tti':.I;-;. 
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Jfyou h.an:. q11,;,;:\i.lrn1.~i aboul this projcc.t~ o-r \.\'Ould !iket'.) i:;;1;:.eivc u ::',i'Jll} o:·tl1e. result:;, 
y!-.:ast _,·..:,..:] i'n:\'. t~.1 ,.:.1_:ril<1L·t 1ut: by phHac, (7Jl) 2.) l -t9C1,·-J. ur t!rnuil. 
A.JH1rea. ?-.1,Ltmg;q~ndfiLLe{ll.:4 l"f you trn.ve qi:e:~rinn., ;.ih:\ir ~h.:'. di~h1 ~ of h111na'1 r:url'ieip;:-tnt'-: 
i:1 rcset.rt.h, M would lil:-;-.e to reo,::cr }J prd~lem. vou Jn3\' c-1.:mU,c-t ihi: ND3U ~11Stitu110nal 
Ri!vi~•\· R0MC ()f11ce ul (70 l) 23 l -8~}og or nti/u.irb,.~j~du.:,edu. 

,,? 

f!_ ✓/ /J 
(i;~u..,p;:;;:r7z.g;-~--
A11drca M Lan~. Gradirate Stu~! 
Cbilcl Dcvelor1;en1 an(! family Sc:encc 
Nf><;(.', EMl 0 3, 
hu·go, ND 5 8105 
Phone: (701) 2: 1-8704 
Email: Andre11.M .I .an~@.ndrn.edi1 

-;;t< /.Lt~:;; / / / 
(f,!.f//1Ntj,/~1 ;,; 'o/2,/tPLI/,..,./ 

Dr. Brnndy .-\. Randoil. i\ssbiant fTClfcssJ:· 
Child Devdopmem and f,miiJ;· Science 
NDSU, EML 28.,C 
Fargr,, ND 58105 
Phone: (70 I! 2s 1-S'i42 
Email.:BranJ·1.Rrndall@.1dsu.edu 
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